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Abstract
Partial order reduction techniques have been introduced to avoid the problem of
state space explosion arising in the verication of concurrent systems The overall
idea is to exploit only some of a large number of interleavings of concurrent tran
sitions while retaining the possibility of checking certain properties In this paper
we investigate how much structure of a system has to be preserved for checking
failures renement In contrast to previously proposed techniques we focus here on
exploiting independencies between visible actions
 Introduction
Automatic verication of nite state concurrent systems has been successfully
applied in many areas to check that systems satisfy their specications Most
verication techniques rely on searching the whole state space of a given sys
tem However for realistic systems this state space often tends to be too large
for verication Several techniques have been proposed to overcome this state
explosion problem ranging from more compact representations with BDDs
 to various abstraction techniques 	 The technique we present in this
paper belongs to the class of socalled partial order reduction techniques 
PO
methods 
for an overview see  These techniques focus on the avoidance
of one potential source of state explosion the representation of all possible
interleavings of concurrent transitions The general idea is that the result of
many verication tasks is independent on a particular ordering of concurrent
transitions thus it suces to check only some 
ideally only one representative
of a large number of interleavings Thus automatic verication can take place
on reduced state spaces Technically POmethods incrementally construct the
reduced state space by exploring in every reached state only a subset of the

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possible successor states Various conditions on the choice of this expansion
set guarantee preservation of the property under consideration Up to now
reductions preserving properties like deadlock freedom 
Mazurkiewicz trace
equivalence LTLX weak mucalculus and CTL

X modelchecking and non
emptiness of asynchronous automata 	 have been proposed
Besides the treatment of properties from the area of modelchecking there
is also some work on POmethods for checking process algebra equivalence
notions as for instance branching bisimulation  and strong bisimulation
 The property we are interested in here is a renement notion which is
central in the theory around the process algebra CSP  failure divergence
renement  This notion 
and the corresponding equivalence is used to
compare specications in order to check whether one correctly implements
another It precisely records the possible execution traces of systems plus
the failures 
refusal of actions after some trace and divergences 
possibility
of executing an innite number of internal invisible actions Although the
complexity of checking this equivalence is known to be PSPACEhard 
there are several studies indicating that this high complexitiy is 
in general
practically not a problem  This insight also led to the development
of the modelchecking tool FDR 
Failure Divergence Renement  oering
automatic renement and equivalence checks for CSP processes
As suggested by Valmari  POmethods can also be successfully used for
checking failures equivalence However the technique proposed in  based
on the stubborn set technique  achieves only a small amount of reduction
for systems with a large number of visible actions and no reduction at all for
systems with visible actions only The reason for this is that the reductions
have to preserve all orderings of visible actions which is indeed necessary in
order to preserve the shortest trace to a divergence point Here we concen
trate on systems with visible actions only and investigate how independencies
between visible actions can be exploited in the reduction We show that
just one condition in addition to the usual linear time reduction conditions
is needed to preserve the possibility of checking failures renement This ad
ditional condition is compared with the conditions for bisimulation checking
The comparison again reects the principal dierence between bisimulation
and failures renement
Following ideas of  our reductions will not preserve failures renement in
the usual sense ie guarantee that full and reduced system are failures equiv
alent but instead we directly take two systems to be compared and show
that an implementation renes a specication if and only if the reduced im
plementation renes the reduced specication This technique requires a joint
reduction of implementation and specication This ts well with the algo
rithm that is actually used within FDR to show renement This algorithm
performs a search on the product of implementation and 
normalised speci
cation  Our basic technique here is to change this algorithm by exploring
only some successors of state pairs reached during the search Conditions

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on the choice of successors guarantee correctness of the algorithm Thus the
renement check can be performed onthey with the reduction
The paper is structured as follows Section  introduces the relevant den
itions and Section  the renement check algorithm of  Section  presents
the reduction conditions needed to preserve failures renement
 Denitions
In this paper we focus on reductions which  in contrast to   allow
to omit some traces of visible actions Here we will mainly be interested in
nding out which part of the structure of a system has to be preserved during
the reduction in order to still be able to check failures renement For this
study we treat transition systems with visible actions only and assume  to
be a nite set of visible actions The technique presented here is thus 
up
to now restricted to the strong version of failures renement where issues
such as stability or divergence do not play a role
Partial order reduction techniques require a notion of independence on
executed actions or transitions of the system This independence is either
derived from the system or its specication itself 
eg from the structure
of a Petri net  or is already given in form of a global 
independency
relation among actions as introduced by Mazurkiewicz  We take the
second possibility here We assume I   to be a symmetric and irreexive
relation called independency The complement of I is the dependency relation
D We write a D A a   A   i b  A  a D b and let a
I

fb   j b I ag
Denition  A labelled transition system is a tuple T  hQ

 q
in
i where
Q is a set of states

 Q    Q a transition relation and q
in
 Q an
initial state A transition system hQ

 q
in
i is Iconsistent i the following
holds

if q

a

q

 q

b

q

 a I b then q

 q


b

q

 q


a

q



if q

a

q


b

q

 a I b then q

 q

b

q


a

q


It is deterministic wrt I if
q

a

q

 q

a

q

 q

 q


where the event equivalence  



is dened as the least equivalence
relation including the relation o with
q

a

q

o q


a

q

 b  Act  q

b

q

 q


b

q

	 a I b
The rst two properties are known as Idiamondproperties Independent
transition may neither enable nor disable each other The third property is in
analogy with the event equivalence condition in transition systems with inde
pendence  Figure  shows a transition system which is not deterministic

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wrt I  f
a b 
b ag All alabelled transitions are eventequivalent but
there are dierent atransitions starting in the same state
a
b
a a
b
b
Fig  Non Iconsistent transition system
Iconsistent transition systems naturally arise as the result of a parallel com
position of sequential components each system executing actions out of a
local alphabet 
in which all actions are dependent with synchronisation on
common actions 
product systems For instance networks of CSPprocesses
combined with alphabetised parallel composition fall in this category
We write q

a

q

if 
q a q

 

 From the transition relation

 we
derive various other notations used in the sequel Let  denote the empty
sequence
Denition  Let T  hQ

 q
in
i be a labelled transition system q q

 Q
and   



q

a

a
n

q

i there are states q

 q

    q
n
such that q  q

 q
i

a
i

q
i

i  n and q
n
 q



The set of traces of T is traces
T   f  

j q
in



q for some q  Qg

The set of enabled actions of a state q  Q is next
q  fa   j q

a

g its
maximal refusals are refusals
q   n next
q

The set of failures of T is
failures
T   f
X  

 

j q  Q  q
in



q and X  refusals
qg
The traces of a transition system describe all possible execution sequences of
a system The failures record the set of actions that can be refused after some
trace has been executed
The following denition now gives the implementation relation between tran
sition systems that we consider in this paper failures renement
Denition  A transition system T

is a failures renement of a transition
system T


denoted T

v T

 i
failures
T

  failures
T


In the following we will refer to T

as the implementation and T

as the speci
cation Note the unusual use of the symbol v the implementation is always
on the right hand side 
this is the standard use of the renement relation
in CSP The idea behind failures renement is that an implementation is

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meant to be more deterministic than its specication Thus it must refuse
less than the specication and may not contain traces the specication does
not possess Often the specication is also just a description of some prop
erty 
eg deadlock freedom mutual exclusion that we want to check on the
implementation
Example  The following two transition systems give an example for fail
ures renement
a
c
a
c
a
b
b
v
w
The transition system on the right renes the one on the left but not vice
versa The right handside is more deterministic since it may only refuse the
action a after the trace a 
provided the overall alphabet is fa b cg whereas
the left one may refuse fa cg or fb cg 
considering maximal refusals
 An algorithm for checking failures renement
Next we present the algorithm for validating renements which is used inside
the modelchecker FDR In order to check failures renement every state q of
the implementation reachable from the initial state via some trace  has to
be compared with every state q

of the specication reachable with the same
trace The comparison has to nd out whether the set of actions refused by
q is a subset of the actions refused by some q

 Due to nondeterminism there
may be many such states In order to facilitate this comparison FDR rst
transforms the specication into a normal form in which there is exactly one
state reachable under a given trace The rst step towards the normal form
is a determinisation
Denition  Let T  hQ

 q
in
i be a labelled transition system The
determinisation of T  det
T  is a labelled graph 
V
T


E
 v
in
R constructed
as follows

the vertices V
T
are subsets of Q

the initial vertex v
in
is fq
in
g

given a node v the successor of v under some action a is
v

 fq

j q  v q

a

q

g
then v

a

E
v

is an edge in the graph

R  V  


is a refusal labelling
R
v  fX   j q  vX  refusals
qg
the vertices are labelled with the maximal refusals of the states belonging
to the vertex

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The eect of this determinisation is that each node has a unique successor for
each of the actions The refusal labelling is used to keep track of the sets of
actions refused by one of the states of some node v Note that determinisation
may in some cases invalidate Iconsistency however not for product systems
As an example consider a transition system consisting of two branches an
action c followed by an a and an action c followed by a b a and b being
independent After determinisation we have a vertex with outgoing edge a
and b however no possibility of closing this diamond Examples of this type
cannot arise in product systems since there independent actions occur in dif
ferent components and hence after a specic trace either both actions occur
concurrently or none
On this pre normal form a factorisation with respect to some coloured
bisimulation 
a bisimulation also taking labels of states with refusal informa
tion into account is performed The latter step further reduces the number
of states The determinisation is failures equivalent to the original transition
system 
using the refusal labelling to determine failure sets
In principle the determinised LTS can be of size exponential in the size
of the original LTS 
due to the powerset construction of the set of vertices
Thus already this rst step can be rather time and space consuming 
in fact
checking failures renement is PSPACEhard  However in practice this
exponential blowup seems to occur rather seldom As one reason the de
terminisation only takes place on the specication which is usually a simple
well structured process 
for instance when the specication represents some
simple property like deadlock freedom Moreover when using partial order
reductions we do not even completely construct the determinised specica
tion
The algorithm for checking failures renement works as follows  Given
an implementation Im  hQ
Im


Im
 q
in
i and a determinised specication
det
Sp  hV
Sp


Sp
 v
in
Ri we inspect the product V
Sp
Q
Im
of the deter
minised specication and the implementation ie we examine pairs 
v q 
V
Sp
Q
Im
which are reachable from the initial states v
in
and q
in
by executing
the same trace For the search we maintain a set of checked pairs and a set of
pending pairs of states A pair 
v q checks if

next
q  next
v and

there exists some X  R
v such that refusals
q  X
Algorithm 
checked  

pending  f
v
in
 q
in
g
WHILE pending  

DO
choose 
v q from pending
pending  pendingnf
v qg
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IF next
q  next
v OR
X  R
v  refusals
q  X
THEN RETURN false
ELSE checked  checked  f
v qg
pending pending  reach
v qnchecked
OD
RETURN true
The function reach is dened as
reach
v q  f
v

 q

 j q

a

Im
q

 a   	 v

a

Sp
v

g
Note that due to determinisation of Sp the vertex v

is unique We say that
the algorithm checks a product if it returns true In the sequel we will also
use the arrow

to refer to transitions in the product ie 
v q

a


v

 q

 if
the pair of states is reached by an action a as dened above and generalise
the function next to pairs of vertices and states A correctness proof for
algorithm RefCheck 
in a more general version including invisible actions and
divergence can be found in 
The whole purpose of partial order reduction techniques is now to only
partially explore the states reachable from an inspected pair 
v q while still
retaining correctness of the algorithm
 Reductions for failures renement
The general idea behind partial order reduction techniques is the following
During a state space search performed to check some property only a subset of
the successor states of some visited state are explored The choice for successor
states is driven by reduction conditions usually formulated with respect to the
actions enabled in the state The conditions have to be carefully chosen such
that the desired property holds on the reduced state space if and only if it
holds on the full state space
Let Im  hQ
Im


Im
 q
in
i be an implementation and Sp  hQ
Sp


Sp
 s
in
i
a specication and let V
Sp
be the set of nodes of the determinisation of Sp
For every pair of states 
v q reached during the algorithm we now choose
some set E
v q  next
v q and only add pairs of states to pending which
are reachable by some actions from E
v q The choice of this expansion set
has to full certain conditions in order to guarantee preservation of failures
renement We start here with standard linear time reduction conditions and
investigate then whether these are sucient for our purpose
For a given pair of states 
v q the expansion set E
v q  next
v q has to
full the following conditions
C E
v q  
 i next
v q  

C Neither in det
Sp nor in Im an action a   n E
v q dependent on

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E
v q can be executed after v q resp before some action of E
v q is
executed
The rst condition states that we have to keep on inspecting pairs as long as
there are some further expansions possible Condition C guarantees that we
keep at least one permutation of all traces 
one representative of a Mazurkiewicz
trace As an example see Figure  
just one transition system given if the
initial expansion set is fag the trace bc is not represented in the reduced sys
tem This is ruled out by condition C action c is dependent on a but can be
executed before action a takes place
a
b
b
c
a
Fig  A reduction invalidating C
For generating reduced state spaces we now simply have to exchange reach
v q
by reach
red

v q dened as
reach
red

v q  f
v

 q

 j q

a

Im
q

 a  E
v q 	 v

a

Sp
v

g
We refer to the thus generated reduced product of specication and implemen
tation as red
V
Sp
 Q
Im
 and denote the transitions in the reduced product
by

r

Additionally some fairness condition is required which guarantees that
every enabled action is eventually taken
C 
v q  red
V
Sp
Q
Im
a  next
q 

v

 q

 such that 
v q


r

v

 q

 	 a  E
v q
There are dierent possibilities for ensuring this condition for instance by
checking strongly connected components of the reduced product or by using
a depthrst strategy for building the reduced product and requiring that
in every step that leads to a state already on the stack the complete set of
enabled actions has to be expanded Since we are not interested in a particular
implementation here we just rely on the holding of this condition
The conditions so far preserve the possibility of checking trace renement
on the reduced product Since failures renement is able to 
partly distinguish
systems with the same set of traces but dierent branching structure the
conditions are as expected not yet sucient The example in Figure  shows
this insuciency
The implementation is not a correct renement of the specication We
now look at the possible expansion sets for the states reached after the exe
cution of a One such set is E  fe cg However then we miss the essential
failure Im contains 
ab fa b d eg in its failure set while Sp just contains

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
b bd b
a b d b a a
b
b
Im Sp
c c c c c c c
e e



 

Fig 

ab fa b dg and 
ab fa b eg Since we do not reach the states after the
trace a 
when choosing E as expansion set the renement check succeeds on
the reduced system This example demonstrates a general problem for reduc
tions preserving failures renement While it is normally sucient to check
three vertices of a diamond of independent actions it is not sucient here
All three states of the bcdiamond in Im 
states  match some states
and their failures of the specication 
 matches        however
the matching states themselves do not form a diamond and thus we cannot
nd a matching state for the nonchecked state  of the diamond in Im This
problem is specic to checking failures renement When checking bisimilarity
such a problem does not arise because bisimulation does not compare states
in isolation but also requires that transitions from matching states have to
reach matching states again
This problem can be overcome if we require that all actions in the expan
sion set have to be independent
C If E
v q  next
v q then all actions within E
v q are mutually inde
pendent
With this additional condition it is possible to compute the outgoing transi
tions of a sidevertex in a diamond which may not be present in the reduced
system from the outgoing transitions of the upper vertex alone The fol
lowing proposition states this property with all conditions now referring to a
single transition system
Proposition  Let s

 s

 s

 s

be states of a transition system consistent
and deterministic wrt I and let a b be independent actions such that s


a

s


b

s

and s


b

s


a

s

forms a diamond Let E  next
s

 be an
expansion set for s

satisfying C C and C and let a  E b  E Then
next
s

  next
s

  a
I

The consequence of introducing condition C together with C is that we have
to expand the complete set of enabled actions whenever we reach a state with
a choice This condition is nevertheless still weaker than the branching time
condition of  for branching bisimulation which requires that the expansion
set should be a singleton 
whenever the expansion set is a true subset of the
enabled actions For a comparison reduction conditions for strong bisimula
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tion  require that all paths to nondeterministic choices 
states with more
than one outgoing transition labelled with the same action have to be kept
in the reduced system This is not sucient here the only nondeterministic
choice in the example is in Sp 
in the initial state and in this state the com
plete set of enabled actions is expanded The condition C is on the other
hand not sucient for checking bisimilarity 
see  While for bisimulation
we have to take care about nondeterministic choices in the future for failures
renement we have to be careful whenever there has been a nondeterministic
choice in the past
The four conditions presented so far are sucient for checking failures rene
ment thus we are now able to state the main result
Theorem  Let det
Sp be a determinised specication and Im an imple
mentation both consistent and deterministic wrt some given independency
relation I and let red
V
Sp
Q
Im
 be a reduced product generated by using ex
pansion sets satisfying conditions C 	 C Then Algorithm RefCheck checks
V
Sp
Q
Im
if and only if it checks red
V
Sp
Q
Im

Note that the only change in red
V
Sp
Q
Im
 is the function reach the functions
next and R are still the same and therefore refer to the original transition
systems Before proving the theorem we state a lemma that we will need
furtheron
Lemma  Let 
v q be a pair of V
Sp
 Q
Im
 E
v q an expansion set for

v q satisfying C C and C and let a

     a
n
 E
v q Then E
v q is
also an expansion set satisfying C C and C for all 
v
i
 q
i
   i  n such
that 
v q  
v

 q



a


  

a
i


v
i
 q
i

Proof of Lemma 

Condition C First note that since next
v q contains a

 E
v q must
by condition C be nonempty containing actions c

    c
m
nonequal to
a

     a
n
 By condition C a
j
I c
k
holds for all j k By Iconsistency
of implementation and specication c
j
 next
v
i
 q
i
 hence E
v q 
en
v
i
 q
i
 and both are nonempty hence condition C holds

Condition C Assume the contrary there exists some action b   such
that q
i

c


  

c
m

q


b


similarly for v
i
 with c
i
 E
v q but b D
E
v q Then there is also a path from q to q

taking only transitions
labelled with actions independent of E
v q thus E
v q already fails to be
a valid expansion set for 
v q

Condition C trivially holds due to the existence of a global independency
relation

Proof of Theorem 
 Straightforward since the pairs checked in red
V
Sp
Q
Im
 are also checked

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in the full product with the same information
 Proof by contradiction Assume that the algorithm checks on the re
duced but not on the full product Hence a pair that does not check is
not reached in the reduced product Call this pair 
v q Since this pair
is reached in the full product there are paths of pairs from 
v
in
 q
in
 to

v q Now let 
v

 q

 be the last pair that is reached during the search
on the path with the shortest not expanded part Wlog we assume
that 
v q is the rst pair on the remaining path which does not check

in the full product Now set v
   v

and q
   q

and let

v
  q
 

a



v
  q
 

a


  

a
n


v
n  q
n   
v q
describe the remaining path None of the actions a
i
   i  n are in
E
v

 q

 assume a
j
 E
v

 q

 and a
k
 k  j  E
v

 q

 then by condi
tion C a
k
I a
j
 a
j
is expanded in 
v

 q

 thus shortening the path to the
pair 
v q
Wlog we assume that the ordering a

     a
n
is exactly the ordering in
which the actions fa

     a
n
g are expanded in the reduced product 
that
they will be expanded is shown below In case of a dierent order the
commuted actions are independent and thus we could already choose the
other path here
Obviously a

 E
v
  q
  By condition C there exists some pair
of states 
v
 l

 q
 l

 such that 
v
  q
 


r

v
 l

 q
 l

 and
a

 E
v
 l

 q
 l

 Let c

   c
l

be the labelling of the path to this pair
passing 
v
  q
  
v
  q
      Now 
v
 l

 q
 l



a


r

v
 l

 q
 l


This construction is now continued until all of a

   a
n
are expanded ie

v
k l
k
 q
k l
k


c
l
k


r

v
k l
k
  q
k l
k
    
  

c
l
k

r

v
k l
k
 q
k l
k



y
r
a
k

v
k   l
k
 q
k   l
k


c
l
k


r
  
The intention behind the use of the indices is the following the pair of
states 
v
k i q
k i is reached when the rst k actions a

   a
k
have been
executed with actions c

     c
i
in between The index l
k
is the num
ber of actions which are executed in the reduced system 
starting from

v
  q
  before a
k
is expanded Finally we reach 
v
n l
n
 q
n l
n

By conditions Iconsistency and determinism we can close all diamonds
ie there are also transitions 
v
j i q
j i

a
j


v
j i q
j i and

v
j i q
j i

c
i



v
j i  q
j i  in the full state space for i  l
j

The pairs which are reached 
and successfully checked by the algorithm
on the reduced system are the pairs 
v
k j q
k j such that   k  n
l
k
 j  l
k

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By induction we now prove that 
v
k j q
k j checks for all   k  n
j  l
k
 From this it follows that 
v
n  q
n  checks contradicting the
assumption that the pair 
v q does not check
Induction base k   j  l



v
 j q
 j checks since it is reached during the search
Induction step Assume that 
v
k j q
k j checks for some xed k and j
and for all m  k we have 
v
m i q
m i checks for all i  l
m
 We have
to show that 
v
k j   q
k j   checks
By Lemma  E
v
m j   q
m j    E such that l
m
 j   is a
valid expansion set for 
v
k j   q
k j  

i First we have to show that next
q
k j    next
v
k j   Let
d  next
q
k j   There are two cases to consider  d  E
Since c
j
is also in E and by condition C independent of d we get
by Iconsistency that d  next
q
k j By induction hypothesis 
pair

v
k j q
k j checks d  next
v
k j Hence again by condition
Iconsistency d  next
v
k j    d  E Then by C d I c
j

hence d  next
q
k j and thus in next
v
k j By Iconsistency of
Sp d  next
v
k j  

ii The second part is to show that refusals
q
k j    X  R
v
k j 
 By induction hypothesis there is some s
k j  v
k j such that we
have refusals
q
k j  refusals
s
k j Let s
k j    v
k j  
be a state such that s
k j 

c
j

s
k j Let d  refusals
q
k j 
hence d  next
q
k j   There are again two cases to consider
 d  refusals
q
k j Then d  refusals
s
k j and hence not
in next
s
k j By a reasoning similar to the rst part we get d 
next
s
k j   and hence in its failure set  d  refusals
q
k j
hence d  next
q
k j Then we get d D c
j
 If d would not be in
refusals
s
k j  then d had to be in E 
C and hence independent
of c
j

C which leads to a contradiction

 Conclusion
In this paper we developed reduction conditions which allow to check strong
failures renement on reduced state spaces Our prime interest was to inves
tigate how the reduction conditions have to be chosen when exploiting inde
pendencies between visible actions Therefore we studied systems with visible
actions only The obtained conditions were compared with reduction con
ditions for bisimulation again revealing the fundamental dierence between
bisimulation and failures renement
Concerning the construction of expansion sets methods similar to the
ones proposed by Godefroid  and Valmari  can be used A setting with
a rather simple construction method are the already mentioned product sys
tems In this setting the construction of expansion sets merely has to inspect

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the current global state and its enabled actions plus the local substates and
the actions locally enabled in them Thus the check of reduction conditions
refering to all states reachable by execution of nonexpansion set actions can
be performed by an inspection of just one single state
Future work could show whether the technique presented here can be com
bined with approaches of Valmari to obtain a reduction technique for failure
divergence renement The issue of preserving shortest paths to divergence
points however remains problematic since a divergence can usually only be
found after the transition system has been fully constructed
Acknowledgements Thanks to C Fischer and ER Olderog for fruitful com
ments on an earlier version of the paper
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